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Private Equity is evil: some evidence
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Private Equity is evil: some ”French” evidence
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This paper

Airport: semi-public infrastructure

Examine outcome of PE and non-PE private deals

Find that PE deals are comparatively on an upward trajectory
▸ Operations LHS: passengers/flight, # passengers, # flights, # international routes
▸ Quality: cancellation, low-costs carriers
▸ Financials: income, revenue, capex
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How can we estimate the PE effects

Some challenges

Selection: which deals are targeted by PE firms

Data: some public information, but mostly private firms

Sample size: not so many deals on existing airports, even fewer when matching
comparables (close bids)
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How can we estimate the PE effects

The Ideal Experiment

Data Generating Process
yi = βDi + θ′Xi + εi

▸ Di ∈ {0,1,2} depending on type of deal
▸ Xis are known controls

Ideally, I control for stuff and look at the average for each type of deal

E{yi − θ′Xi∣Di}
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How can we estimate the PE effects

The Ideal Experiment
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How can we estimate the PE effects

The Not-Ideal Experiment

Data Generating Process
yi = βDi + θ′Xi + εi

I cannot control for Xis (unobserved)

I can remove a baseline (here the static government-owned)

E{yi − ȳ∣Di}
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How can we estimate the PE effects

Data
Data Generating Process

yi = βDi + θ′iXi + εi
I can control for Xis but imperfectly: θi = θ ⋅ (1 + δ(Di))
▸ δi introduces heterogenous effects by groups (deals)
▸ I can only control for Xi but there is some noise in the δi

Quick simulation for δi ≃ 10%
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How can we estimate the PE effects

Data (small sample)
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How can we estimate the PE effects

Data (large sample)
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Some other quibbles

Comparison between private and PE ”finalists”

Systematic differences in the price between the first and second bid?
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Airports

Get revenues from airlines and other operations (largely function of passenger traffic)

What does growth mean?
▸ Extract more rents from airlines/passengers
▸ Increase welfare for the local community

Specific competitive structure
▸ High fixed costs (land, regulation)
▸ Natural monopoly: captive demand
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Airports

An example of increased efficiency

Adjust fee structure to favor larger planes (distort fixed vs. variable costs of operating a
single flight)

More efficient for the airports: fewer rotations etc.

What about customers/suppliers
▸ Risk shifted to airlines: larger planes means harder to fill, more revenue risk
▸ Reduce ”quality” for passengers (fewer scheduled flights?)

Some responses in the paper

Increased quality perception (aggregate measure though)

Increased volume

See the results in more concentrated markets (with state flag carriers)
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What does PE do?

What is special about PE ...

... and what does infrastructure investment reveal about PE?

Financial structure: high incentives

Knowledge
▸ Better are streamlining operations ... but why?
▸ Better connections ... through extensive deal-making or deal portfolio

Public infrastructure projects are
▸ Capital intensive
▸ ”Simple” operationally?

How does this affect PE relative to the ”standard” private sector?
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Is public infrastructure special?

What is special about infrastructure?

Natural monopolistic position
▸ Utilities, education, roads, police ...

Some degree of positive externalities
▸ Agglomeration, knowledge spillovers, networks, coordination failures

Naturally exposed to inefficiencies
▸ No coutervailing force from market competition
▸ Implicit guarantee from government entity
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Is public infrastructure special?

The Jensen view
PE natural candidate to solve inefficiencies due to Hard-powered incentives
▸ Public infrastructure are a good candidate for PE ownership
▸ because PE firms are better at “optimizing” and restoring efficiency

Competition is restored through ownership rather than through the goods market

Still: why is PE better at bidding these projects than the private sector?
▸ A world where we set up efficient recurring auctions for public infrastructure projects without

PE firms
▸ ... necessarily inefficient?
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Is public infrastructure special?

Thinking about another margin: quality

Price and quantity can be (are?) regulated (government contracts)

Operations’ decline translate into lower quality (e.g. flight delays and cancellation)

Decline in quality leads to lower demand
▸ Composition effect in demand: high-spending customers (main airlines) leave first
▸ Who leaves a school district when quality goes down? (Hirschman, 1970)

Usually, with competition: countervailing forces pushing efficiency back up

Case of infrastructure: no such force
▸ Lack of competition leads to some downward spiral

Bidding for ownership (or lease contract) could restore some form from above
▸ PE is just good at bidding (selection vs. operation)
▸ PE is good at restructuring distressed assets
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Final Thoughts

Interesting Paper! Go read it.

Take away

PE is still evil. But not everywhere.

Infrastructure projects have some specific features that make them suited for PE ownership
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